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1  Derri Joseph Lewis  Something Exciting 4’12

2 Anna Disley-Simpson  The Way Through the Woods 4’27

3 Kristina Arakelyan  I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud 6’07

4 Alex Ho  Hush 6’35

5 Anna Disley-Simpson  february twilight 4’12

6 Derri Joseph Lewis  Softly 4’46

 Kristina Arakelyan  Two Love Songs 
7 i You are Loved 3’08

8  ii My Love is Come to Me 2’29

9 Alex Ho  tah dah! 2’00

 Total duration  37’56
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National Youth Choir of Great Britain (Tracks 1-4)

Ben Parry director

NYCGB Fellowship Ensemble (Tracks 5-9)

Eleanor Bray soprano 

Elizabeth Leather soprano 

Ella Rainbird-Earley alto 

Shivani Rattan alto

William Searle tenor

James Botcher tenor

Michael McCartan bass

Freddie Crowley bass

Ben Parry director
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The pandemic posed massive challenges for the 
creative industries, not least choirs and singers, 
who found themselves restricted to muted online 
activity, bereft of the benefits of in-person singing. 
Despite the seismic adversity for all musicians and 
artists, NYCGB rapidly adapted all its activity to 
digital delivery, enabling continued engagement 
with all participants and with some quite startling 
outcomes. The Young Composers continued to create 
imaginative and ground-breaking new choral works, 
and, and, as we slowly emerged from the height of 
Covid restrictions, in-person activity in the summer 
of 2021 was once more possible, with careful 
management. 

This year’s cohort of composers have been lucky 
enough to work once more in close collaboration with 
both the National Youth Choir and the Fellowship 
ensembles, test-driving their draft scores and 
gathering ideas and feedback from our young 

singers through workshops on residential courses 
and masterclasses with a roll call of distinguished 
professional composers (including Jonathan Dove, 
Cheryl Frances-Hoad and Alexandra Harwood). The 
resulting works have been directly informed by this 
year’s theme of Cultural Identity - what it is to be 
human and the opportunities and challenges which 
we encounter daily. Some of the pieces have also 
drawn inspiration from our NYCGB 2022 theme 
of Environment. Most revealing throughout these 
new pieces is the sheer breadth of imagination and 
invention which this year’s composers have brought 
to their writing - and how refreshing to hear these 
new works performed and recorded by groups of 
singers in the same room at the same time!

Ben Parry 
NYCGB Artistic Director  
& Principal Conductor

INTRODUCTION BY BEN PARRY

photo: Susan Porter Thomas

NYCGB Young Composers 2021  

Kristina Arakelyan, Derri Joseph Lewis, 

Alex Ho & Anna Disley-Simpson

photo: Ben Tomlin

NYCGB Fellowship 2021  

Benedict Goodall, Shivani Rattan, 

Michael McCartan & Elizabeth Leather

photo: Ben Tomlin
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PROGRAMME NOTES
Kristina Arakelyan  
I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud (2021) 

Reflecting on one of the key NYCGB topics of the 
year 2021, ‘Environment’, I Wandered Lonely 
as a Cloud is a setting of William Wordsworth’s 
poem of the same name. It seeks to convey the 
feelings of wonder and peace which the poet 
writes about and which the listener might be 
familiar with in their own experiences when 
gazing at a beautiful natural landscape.

Two Love Songs (2021)

i You are Loved 
ii My Love is Come to Me

NYCGB’s other key topic of the year was 
‘Identity’. The composition arose from a 
realisation that the times when we are most 
connected with our authentic ourselves are when 
we love and feel loved. Two Love Songs are just 
that - an expression of love which I’d like to 
share with the listeners. Contrasting in character, 
the first movement You are Loved is calm in 
nature and My Love is Come to Me (a setting of 
C. Rossetti’s A Birthday) is energetic and fun. 

© Kristina Arakelyan

 
I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud (1804) 
William Wordsworth (1770-1850)

I wandered lonely as a cloud 
That floats on high o’er vales and hills, 
When all at once I saw a crowd, 
A host, of golden daffodils; 
Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.

Continuous as the stars that shine 
And twinkle on the milky way, 
They stretched in never-ending line 
Along the margin of a bay: 
Ten thousand saw I at a glance, 
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.

The waves beside them danced; but they 
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee: 
A poet could not but be gay, 
In such a jocund company: 
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought 
What wealth the show to me had brought:

For oft, when on my couch I lie 
In vacant or in pensive mood, 
They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitude; 
And then my heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils.

 
i You are Loved (2021) 
Kristina Arakelyan

When the world seems so cruel, 
When you feel alone, 
Don’t despair but be glad, 
For you are loved. 
When your life seems so hard, 
When you are afraid, 
Don’t despair but be glad, 
For I’ll be there. 
When you are tired of the world 
Remember, you are strong, 
You are worthy of love. 

ii  My Love is Come to Me 
A Birthday (1862) 
Christina Rossetti (1830-1894)

My heart is like a singing bird 
 Whose nest is in a water’d shoot; 
My heart is like an apple-tree 
 Whose boughs are bent with thickset fruit; 
My heart is like a rainbow shell 
 That paddles in a halcyon sea; 
My heart is gladder than all these 
 Because my love is come to me.

Raise me a dais of silk and down; 
 Hang it with vair and purple dyes; 
Carve it in doves and pomegranates, 
 And peacocks with a hundred eyes; 
Work it in gold and silver grapes, 
 In leaves and silver fleurs-de-lys; 
Because the birthday of my life 
 Is come, my love is come to me.
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The Way Through the Woods (1910) 
Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936)

They shut the road through the woods 
 Seventy years ago. 
Weather and rain have undone it again, 
 And now you would never know 
There was once a road through the woods 
 Before they planted the trees. 
It is underneath the coppice and heath, 
 And the thin anemones. 
 Only the keeper sees 
That, where the ring-dove broods, 
 And the badgers roll at ease, 
There was once a road through the woods.

Yet, if you enter the woods 
 Of a summer evening late, 
When the night-air cools on the trout-ringed pools 
 Where the otter whistles his mate, 
(They fear not men in the woods, 
 Because they see so few.) 
You will hear the beat of a horse’s feet, 
 And the swish of a skirt in the dew, 
 Steadily cantering through 
The misty solitudes, 
 As though they perfectly knew 
 The old lost road through the woods. 
But there is no road through the woods.

february twilight (1924) 
Sara Teasdale (1884-1933)

I stood beside a hill 
Smooth with new-laid snow, 
A single star looked out 
From the cold evening glow. 

There was no other creature 
That saw what I could see-- 
I stood and watched the evening star 
As long as it watched me.

Anna Disley-Simpson 
The Way Through the Woods (2021) 

This piece gives a voice to the animals and 
ecosystems that refuse to be silenced by human 
destruction. Through weaving loops and hushed 
syncopated melodic cells, we hear how nature takes 
back with force the bewitching woodland that had 
once been bisected by a man-made road.

february twilight (2021)

This piece is cold and stark like the snow-covered 
hill described in Sara Teasdale’s short poem. As more 
voices join a bare melodic line and the harmonic 
texture thickens, we are reminded through the image 
of the evening star reflected back to us that though 
we all experience moments of loneliness, we are 
never alone.  

© Anna Disley-Simpson
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Alex Ho 
Hush - A humming chorus (2021) 

In 2017, The Guardian reported the UK’s Chinese 
communities faced the highest amount of racial 
harassment. In 2021, ITV News reported hate 
crimes towards the UK’s Southeast and East Asian 
communities rose by 50% in the last two years.

Looking back, there are many instances where 
I wonder, if confronted with the same situation, 
would I have said something different? Would I 
have done something different? Would I have called 
out that person? Did I misrepresent myself and my 
communities in that moment of silence?

East Asian identities (amongst others) are often 
characterised by the quiet, diligent, hard-working  

 

individual who excels academically but struggles 
socially in a robotic existence. Such monolithic 
portrayals speak to the ‘model minority myth’, 
a term coined in the 1960s to describe Asian 
Americans in contrast to African Americans as a 
mechanism to promote assimilation into a culturally 
white hegemony. Indeed, this “racial wedge”, to 
use Masako Fukui’s term, is part of a wider toxic 
environment where problematic racialisations of 
communities continue to damage our society today.

Hush reveals the latent power of the silent. It 
explores the tension embedded in this space: one 
that is vibrant, alive, and present. Silence, after all, 
is not compliance.

 
tah dah! (2021)

I wanted to write a silly fanfare as a thank you to 
my silly housemates who kept me centred during 
a difficult year. Unfortunately for my housemates, 
for the brilliant Fellows of NYCGB, the marvellous 
people involved in the recording studio, and our 
lovely listeners, this is it. 

© Alex Ho

Derri Joseph Lewis  
Something Exciting (2021)

I couldn’t have made this piece without the 
collaboration of the wonderful singers of the NYCGB. 
Something Exciting is a piece we co-created in a 
series of workshops in August 2021, following some 
extremely insightful group discussions.

We spoke about how coming out as LGBTQ+ to others 
isn’t just a single occasion, rather a never-ending 
series of small — yet significant — conversations. 

Rather than follow the narrative of an existing poem, 
I wanted to delve into the conflicting emotions of a 
specific, personal moment. 

I scrolled way back on my phone to 2017, when I 
came out to my Dad via WhatsApp. I was too scared 
to tell him in person, so instead I wrote to him over 
text: 

…I have something exciting to tell you. 
I didn’t know how to say it, but thought  
I should say…

This was a moment of both elation and nervousness. 

Something Exciting is an explosion of these two 
feelings: ecstatic repetitions give way to quieter 
echoes, creating that strange, adrenaline-induced 
feeling of time passing both slowly and quickly  
at once.

Softy (2021)

Coming out as LGBTQ+ often means sharing your 
identity with others. But it is also about coming out 
to yourself first. Growing up as a young LGBTQ+ 
person can mean hiding aspects of your identity, and 
projecting a false image of yourself, in order to stay 
safe. 

It can even mean lying to yourself to the extent that 
you convince yourself you are straight.

It is no surprise then that so much of early adulthood 
— in my case, when I flew the nest as a student — 
involves untangling these contradicting facets of 
identity. 

Softly is a distillation of my own experience coming 
out to myself. It was a lonely evening; lots of deep 
breaths, quiet humming, and speaking softly to calm 
myself down.

The music is very still and very quiet. It’s an intimate 
sound that lets you get to know the musicians; the 
unique qualities of each voice, and the individual 
sounds of their breath.

© Derri Joseph Lewis
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Kristina Arakelyan

Described as a ‘rising star’ by the BBC Music 
Magazine (2021), Kristina is an award-winning 
composer, pianist and educator. She studied at the 
Royal Academy of Music and the University of Oxford 
and is currently a doctoral student at King’s College, 
London where she also leads music theory seminars. 

Her compositions, which are often described  
as lyrical and moving, have been heard on BBC 
Radio 3 and in prestigious concert halls across the 
UK including the Royal Albert Hall, Wigmore Hall, 
Southbank Centre, St John’s Smith Square and  
St Martin-in-the Fields, as well as in concert halls in 
the US, Mexico, France, Spain, Belgium, Croatia and 
in her native Armenia. 

Kristina’s recent collaborations have included the 
BBC Singers, BBC Concert Orchestra, Pembroke 
College Cambridge, Stainer and Bell and the ABRSM.

kristinaarakelyan.com

ABOUT THE COMPOSERS

photo: Ben Tomlin

Anna Disley-Simpson

Anna is an award winning composer, performer 
and educator originally from Dorset in the UK. She 
studied Composition at the Royal Northern College 
of Music, and has spent the last two years as the 
Graduate Musician in Residence at Radley College 
where she taught Music Technology, Composition and 
ran a weekly Popular Music programme. 

Anna’s body of work ranges from uplifting vocal 
works and catchy pop songs to fragile electronic 
soundscapes and experimental multimedia 
installation pieces. Her work has been performed by 
ensembles such as the European Union Chamber 
Orchestra, the No Dice Collective, Kantos Chamber 
Choir, Juice Vocal Ensemble, the ORA Singers, 

the Hermes Experiment, the Gesualdo Six, the 
BBC Singers and members of the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, and she has been working closely with 
the National Youth Choirs of Great Britain over this 
past year. She also recently completed her tenure 
as Composer-in-Residence for the London Oriana 
Choir having won their five15 Young Composers’ 
Competition in 2019. Anna was previously a 
composer with the National Youth Orchestra of 
Great Britain in 2015, after having won the BBC 
Young Composer Competition 2014 with her piece 
Underneath for voices and beat boxer.

photo: Ben Tomlin

photo: Ben Tomlin
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Alex Ho

Alex Ho (b.1993) is a British-Chinese composer 
based in London. Described as “a remarkable 
experience” and “by far the most emotionally 
engaged” (Schmopera), his music ranges from opera, 
orchestral, ensemble, vocal, and solo works, to pieces 
for plastic bags, table-tennis players and VR design.

Alex is Artist-in-Residence at Opéra Orchestre 
National Montpellier and co-director of Tangram, a 
collective of composers and performers of Chinese 
and western instruments. Previous commissions are 
from the London Symphony Orchestra, Shanghai 
Philharmonic Orchestra, London Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Manchester Camerata, BBC Radio 3, 
Royal Opera House, National Opera Studio, Music 

Theatre Wales, London Sinfonietta, Roderick 
Williams, and VOCES8. He was winner of the Arthur 
Bliss Prize 2017, one of Sound and Music’s ‘New 
Voices 2018’, a Help Musicians UK Fusion Fund 
Artist 2019, an LSO ‘Soundhub’ composer 2018-
2020, winner of the George Butterworth Award 
2020, and shortlisted for a Scottish New Music 
Award 2021 for his audience participation piece 
lauded as “impressively inclusive” and a “fresh, 
different idea, that captured the imagination”.

Alex studied at Oxford and Cambridge and is 
completing a doctorate at the Royal College of Music 
with a full AHRC scholarship (LAHP Studentship 
supported by RCM).  alexhocomposer.com

Derri Joseph Lewis

Derri Joseph Lewis is a prize-winning Welsh 
composer. In 2022, Derri collaborated with a number 
of world-class musicians, including guitarist Tom 
McKinney (in partnership with Psappha Ensemble) 
and the Royal Scottish National Orchestra. 

Derri has a passion for vocal and choral music. 
Writing in both English and Welsh, his songs 
have been featured by Oxford Lieder Festival and 
Ludlow English Song Weekend, and recorded as 
part of Helen Charlston’s Isolation Songbook on the 
Delphian label. 

Derri’s music often explores a playful approach to 
timbre and rhythm, and incorporates themes of 
LGBTQ+ identity. He has been awarded many 

prestigious awards, including the Sound and Music 
COVID-19 Composer Award, the Welsh Music Guild 
Paul Mealor Bursary, and the National Centre for 
Early Music Young Composer Award in association 
with BBC Radio 3.

In 2020, Derri graduated from the Royal Welsh 
College of Music and Drama, having studied with 
Joseph Davies & Ceri Tippetts, and completing a 
study-abroad term at the Zürich University of the  
Arts (ZHdK).  

derrijosephlewis.com

photo: Ben Tomlin

photo: Ben Tomlin
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National Youth Choirs of Great Britain (NYCGB) inspires and empowers young people throughout the UK with the life-changing 
experience of singing together. Founded in 1983, NYCGB comprises five choirs of over 850 young people aged 9-25 – who join 
together for intensive rehearsal experiences, musicianship training and high-profile performances – and two training programmes for 
emerging professional artists: NYCGB Fellowship and Young Composers. 

NYCGB are regular performers at the Royal Albert Hall and at other notable venues across the UK such as Royal Festival Hall, 
Queen Elizabeth Hall, Birmingham Town Hall and Sage Gateshead. They are involved in prestigious festivals including BBC Proms, 
Snape Proms, City of London Festival, Durham BRASS and Three Choirs Festival and have toured internationally to Malta, America, 
China and Hong Kong. 

NYCGB regularly broadcasts on the BBC and Classic FM and records for its own digital record label. Enriching the choral tradition, 
it commissions music from leading composers through its New Music Programme, with recent commissions by Shiva Feshareki, 
Joanna Marsh, SK Shlomo, Nathan James Dearden, Thea Musgrave, Shruthi Rajasekar and Ben Parry.  

Nationally, NYCGB works with Music Education Hubs and other partners to support increased access to singing opportunities for young people regardless of background 
or circumstance. NYCGB’s Learning & Engagement Programme includes delivery of partnership projects with hubs and schools across the country delivering 
opportunities and workshops for young people, teachers and vocal leaders. A growing programme of on-demand activity supplements this strategic work. 

Across 2021 NYCGB continued to adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic enabling creativity out of adversity through a hybrid of digital and in-person engagement including 
training, performance and recording and participation opportunities for 1072 NYCGB members across its choirs and emerging professional artists programmes. Recent 
programme collaborators and mentors include composers David Arnold, Jonathan Dove and Alexandra Harwood, internationally acclaimed Ndlovu Youth Choir from 
South Africa, baritone Roderick Williams, music creators and educators Andre de Quadros, Suzzie Vango, Gareth Malone and Ken Burton, and professional groups The 
Swingles and VOCES8. nycgb.org.uk 

ABOUT NYCGB

Ben Parry Artistic Director & Principal Conductor 

Anne Besford Chief Executive

Ruth Evans Head of Artistic Planning & Participation 

Nina Byrne Head of Communications

Mark Anyan General Manager

Rob Colbert Director of Development

Elizabeth Curwen Administrator (National Youth Choir, Fellowship  
& Young Composers)

Georgina Cocker Communications &  Digital Content Co-ordinator 

Katie Lodge Learning & Engagement Manager

Amanda Wood Choirs Administrator 

Joy Brereton Head of Safeguarding
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National Youth Choir tracks 1-4 recorded at Cecil Sharp House, London 
on 12 September 2021

Engineered, edited, and mixed by David Jones (Sonus Audio) 
Produced by Ben Parry

Fellowship tracks 5-9 recorded at Love Electric Studios, London 
on 9 October 2021

Engineered and mixed by Andy Hughes 
Produced and edited by Ben Parry 

Catalogue number: NMC DL3048 
℗ 2021 NMC Recordings Ltd • © 2021 NMC Recordings Ltd

NMC Recordings is a charitable company (reg. no. 328052) established for the recording 
of contemporary music by the Holst Foundation; it is grateful for funding from Arts Council 
England and The Delius Trust.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:

NMC Recordings Ltd, St Margaret’s House, 21 Old Ford Road, Bethnal Green, London E2 9PL 
Tel. +44 (0)20 3022 5836 
E-mail: nmc@nmcrec.co.uk • Website: www.nmcrec.co.uk  
All rights of the manufacturer and owner of the recorded material reserved. Unauthorised public 
performance, broadcasting and copying of this recording prohibited.

HELEN SPROTT Executive Director 
ELEANOR WILSON Creative Director 
ALEX WRIGHT Director of Development 
SAM OLIVIER Recordings & Marketing Manager 
KATE WALKER Label Assistant 
JOANNA WARD Development & Projects Assistant 
SANJANA WALIA Office Assistant

COLIN MATTHEWS Executive Producer

NMC Recordings is an award-winning record label with charitable status. Founded in 1989 by composer Colin 
Matthews OBE, we are devoted to enriching cultural life by connecting listeners around the world with exceptional 
contemporary classical music from Britain and Ireland. 

We believe that new music is a dynamic and engaging art-form and seek to inspire and challenge audiences 
through the release and promotion of recordings, innovative artistic partnerships, and delivering education 
projects to young people.

Over the last 33 years NMC has released close to 300 recordings of high-quality performances featuring more than 600 major international artists and ensembles. 
Our recordings are available in 141 countries and, since 2012, have received a combined 16 million downloads and streams in addition to more than 45,000 CD 
sales. Our non-deletion policy, combined with online access, means all our recordings are kept permanently accessible to the public, enabling us to become a national 
archive of British and Irish contemporary classical music. 

In 2015, NMC became the first organisation to receive the prestigious Royal Philharmonic Society’s Leslie Boosey Award for “its outstanding contribution to the 
furthering of contemporary music”. Colin Matthews subsequently received the Gramophone Special Achievement Award 2017 for his “unique contribution to British 
contemporary music as founder and executive producer of NMC.

nmcrec.co.uk  

ABOUT NMC
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National Youth Choir 2021-2022   
photo: Helena Cooke


